Spring has sprung! We are enjoying the much-needed weather change and
looking forward to clearer skies ahead. Plan your next walk, listen to the
newest installment of the Dear Elizabeth podcast series or attend a virtual
event with native garden designers. You can also peruse our new book titles
to inspire your spring reading list.

Join Dr. Rama Kasturi on April 24 from 10-11 a.m. at Burnet Woods,
Brookline entrance, for a spring excursion. Dr. Kasturi will lead the group
through the park and its trails identifying blooming flower species and trees,
and explain the various healthful benefits of nature. Only a few spaces are
left! Reservations required.

The Lloyd is known for rare books dating

back centuries, but we invite you to stop
in and see some of our newest books!
Whether your interests are gardening,
ethnobotany, natural medicine or
anything in between, our new book shelf
includes these topics and more. Some are
featured in the upcoming issue of our
magazine Lloydiana, delivered to your
door as a benefit of membership. For
safety reasons, visitors are limited to 2
groups of 1-4 people per group at a time.
Click here to schedule an appointment.

All four episodes of the Lloyd's podcast series Dear Elizabeth are now
available. Explore the lives and impact of groundbreaking scientists and
sisters Drs. E. Lucy and Annette Braun through their letters to friend and
fellow botanist Elizabeth Brockschlager.

Thanks to our partners at Wild Ones, the
Lloyd is excited to share this announcement
with our subscribers. Wild Ones recently
introduced seven native garden designs for
the regions of Minneapolis and St. Louis. On
Wednesday, April 7 from 7-8 p.m. EDT, meet
the designers of these projects virtually
through this free online event. Please note
registration closes on April 2. For more
information and to register, click here.

Cicadas are coming to the Lloyd in April!
Register early for an exciting program!
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